Abstract-Most of the traffic rules are originated in some historical reasons; it is difficult to say which is better than others. This paper proposed a monetizing evaluation model for highway transportation, which is based on the cellular automation (CA), more specifically, the NaSch model. We evaluated the Keep-Right rule, as an example, with the proposed model, and proposed some new rules according to the results. The fact that these rules are actually promoted in most countries proved that the evaluation model we proposed is objective and effective.
INTRODUCTION
There are lots of rules for road transportation all over the word; and the rules vary from country to country. For instance, some countries, like China and the US, asked drivers to drive on the right lane except passing others, while the British Commonwealth countries and some former British colonies carrying out the Keep-Left-Except-to-Pass rule. It is reported that both of the two regulations are originated in some historical reasons. It is necessary to construct an evaluation model to help decision makers to judge whether a traffic rule is "better" than another similar one, offering them scientific evidences.
First of all, we should find out how to present a performance of a traffic rule. Intuitively, we regard a traffic rule as a good one firstly because it ensures security under it. What's more, a "better" traffic rule must promote better traffic flow. But we know these two performances are constraint each other. To balance the two indexes, we choose the monetize model [1] quantify the performance of a traffic rule: traffic flow could make profits while insecurity might bring cost.
Most of the traffic low models are solved by the Cellular Automaton (CA). Von Nenmann was the first person to advance the model [2] , and Cremer and Ludwim firstly used CA to describe traffic flow models [3] . Zheng Rongsen and his team built a multi-speed traffic flow model based on CA, and analyzed different factors that impact on traffic flow apparently [4] , which accords with some realities in highway but assumed that there exists no circumstance of passing. Zhu Changsheng did some research on effect of lane changing probability on traffic flow, aiming at the lane problem in the cross intersection of two-dimensional traffic network with traffic light [5] . Wang Yongming discussed safe space for lane-changing and solved the modified model [6] , and put forwarded a rule about flexible safe space. They all have something focused on but mostly ignored the uncertainty brought by human. We introduced some random variables to describe people's behaviors and also considered the probability for people to pass vehicles in front of them.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: Section II introduced the monetize model with the two aspects we discuss. Section III describes the CA model to simulate traffic flow considering human behavior. Section IV evaluates the Keep-Right-Except-to-Pass rule using our model, as an example. Section V gives out some concludes and proposes some further research issues.
II. THE MONETIZE MODEL
The monetize model, as the words imply, aims at quantifying the performance of a traffic rule by measuring profits and costs that it causes.
A. Indexes
We have some essential indexes in the monetizing model that need to clarify before build the model:
1)
Safety index Considering that only when a car is changing lane it will take some risks, we defined danger efficiency (  ) for cars that are changing lanes:
Among them, v is the relative speed between the car and the one behind it on the new lane, while d is the relative distance. We chose them to define our danger efficiency for most of accidents happened on the highway are pileups, causing by inappropriate lane-changing (conclusion from data on the website of the USA Traffic Bureau).
Then we sum up all the  we have got, as one of the basis to calculate monetize results, and record the result as f .
2)
Traffic flow index Traffic flow ( q ) is given by:
where 1 N is the number of cars passing the section in lasting for a period of t .
B. The Complex Monetizing model
We define the monetize formula as followed, referring to the reference [7] :
Among them, q and f are the indexes mentioned before, and could get with the simulation results. k , a and b are 3 undetermined coefficients. And ( , ) W q f presents the "cost" on the road under the certain circumstance. Since the two indexes are related with each other and equally important, there is a total principle when determine the three coefficients:
 They should cause a same variety of ( , )
W q f when varied respectively.
So we have the principle in mathematical form as :
Then we can get all of the undetermined coefficients from our simulation results.
III. SIMULATION MODEL BASED ON CA
As we chose cellular automaton to simulate the traffic flow, each part of the cellular automaton should be defined.
We regard vehicles on the highway as cells in CA, and define speed and position as status set. And we know that the cells are all in the same as we assumed before. So it is obviously that the model is two-dimensional, where every vehicle could move vertically or horizontally.
The following flow diagram displays the whole process of our simulation model.
FIGURE I. A FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE WHOLE SIMULATION PROCESS

A. Model for Vehicles
We abstract cars into cells for CA, and have the complete description of our CA model as followed: Based on the NaSch model [8] , we have the evolution laws as followed:
We have a posted maximum speed and a minimum speed for the highway, and record them as max V and min V . Set a matrix { ( , )} G gap i j  record the distance between the cellular and the one in front of it, which is determined by cellular neighborhood. That is to say:
 Rule for acceleration:
 Rule for deceleration:
with a chance of 2 p ( 2 p is given in section C).
 Car-appearing coefficient:
The car-appearing coefficient (  ) means that there will be some cars at the entrance of the studying section with a chance of  .
B. Lane-Changing Model
We have FIGURE II telling relationships among a cell and it's neighborhood:  There is no car on the near lane:
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( 1, ) 0 s i j   , whether it take "+" or "-" is determined by whether the car is going to pass the former one by left or right.
 Meet the distance condition with car in front of it:
, where min_ Dis is the minimum distance between two cars driving on the road according to the traffic rules.
 The driver believes that he will be safe when changing the lane:
A car could change lane once satisfied these prerequisites.
C. Human Behavior
Human behavior could bring much uncertainty to the CA model. Here we analyze some important impacts and try to quantize them by some probability coefficients or random variables.
 Probability for lane-changing
When a car meets the three prerequisites we mentioned before, the driver might decide to drive ahead or change the lane. We assume that the driver might change the lane with a chance of 2 p , which could express the behavior of drivers when the car meets the prerequisites for lane-changing.
 Obeying traffic rules
We introduce a probability ( 3 p ) to describe if the driver obey the evaluating traffic rule. That decided whether the driver would act as the traffic rule asked.
 Deviation of distance
When driving a car, 1 d , presented in FIGURE , Ⅱ is judged from drivers' experiences and could have some deviation. We can see that it will obey normal distribution. So, if we recorded them as two random variables 1 D we have:
Then, when a driver wants to change the lane, no matter what the real 1 d is, he has a chance of 4 p to decide to change lane, while 4 p is determined by the normal distribution: 
IV. THE KEEP-RIGHT-EXCEPT-TO-PASS RULE
Take the Keep-Right-Except-to-Pass rule as an example, we evaluate it in some typical traffic conditions through our monetize model.
A. Get the Parameters
Assume that the highway is long enough to contain as cars many as possible at the same time; then chose a random section which can accommodate 200 cars (or cells) for one lane as the cellular space we study.
Following the idea of control variable method, we change only one parameter when analyzing a factor, keeping other parameters as we determined below. 1 p , the probability for randomization. Considering that it is a general rule which will be followed by all of the cells, it won't make any differences on comparison and analysis. So we set 1 0.3 p  from beginning to end. Similarly, we have 2 0.2 p  .
When evaluating the Keep-Right rule, the main point need to specify is the meaning of 3 p ( probability of obeying rules). 
B. Evaluate the Keep-Right Rule 1) Compare with the Keep-Left rule
The driving direction will make some differences on drivers' estimation for distance in condition that the structure of vehicles is not changed. If the rule adjusts to keep vehicles in the left side with cabs also in the left, the deviation of distance judged by drivers will be expanded [9] . Thus, 1  is given by: (the distance varying in the range of 180%~20% of It seems that the Keep-Right rule will perform better when other conditions keeps the same. But the hypothesis test tells us we can't conclude from the statistic results. That is to say, the two keeping rules are almost the same.
2) In light or heavy traffic
Whether the highway is in light or heavy traffic is presented by car-appearing coefficient (  ).The following figures present the simulation results with car-appearing coefficient varying.
a) b) FIGURE IV. CURVES OF THE TWO INDEXES WITH CAR-APPEARING COEFFICIENT VARYING: A) PRESENTS THE TRAFFIC FLOW, WHILE B)PRESENTS THE SAFETY INDEX
It is noticeable that when α is small, stick on the rule will have lower traffic flow, while whether there is a rule makes little difference in traffic flow in heavy traffic. And the characteristic of safety presents a different view. When  is small, the two curve is nearly coincided, while the curve for The hypothesis test tells that we can conclude at a probability of 95% that the cost of road is higher with the keep-right rule, and that there are little differences with or without the keep-right rule in heavy traffic.
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3) Different speed limitation
Here we just adjust the maximum or minimum speed limitation to find out whether the speed limitations will make some difference, rather than find the "optimal" speed limitations. So, we adjust max 10 V  and min 7 V  separately.
We can conclude from the results (FIGURE) that overposted speed limit could promote traffic flow, but the keepright rule will limit the promotion. The danger efficiency increased in all condition after rising speed limits. But we can still tell that it will be safer without the keep-right rule. And rising min V is the most dangerous action with the same other conditions. And the hypothesis test tells that the cost is still higher with the Keep-Right rule when adjust speed limitation.
FIGURE VI. EVALUATION RESULTS WHEN ADJUSTING SPEED LIMITATION. A) AND B) PRESENTS THE TWO INDEXES WHEN CHANGE THE MAXIMUM SPEED; C) AND D) PRESENTS INDEXES WHEN CHANGING THE MINIMUM SPEED; E) AND F) GIVES THE MONETIZING RESULTS, AMONG THEM, E) GIVES THAT OF CHANGING THE MAXIMUM, WHILE F) CHANGES THE MINIMUM.
4) New rules from evaluation results
It seems that the Keep-Right rule doesn't perform well with our evaluation model. So, we need some adjustment for the rule. Analyzing the evaluation results in different conditions, we arise two main adjustments for the Keep-Right rule:
 Different speed limits on different lanes According to the analysis for the different speed limit, increasing the speed limits can save the cost, and it will be apparently better if we have all of the lanes available rather than limit cars on a single lanes. But it will reduce the traffic flow if some vehicles could not achieve the posted speed. So, we suggest the "Different speed limit in different lane" rule, that is to say, the speed limits in fast lane is higher than the slow lane, both on the maximum and the minimum.
 Loosen the keep-right rule strictly in holiday Both the traffic flow and safety are to rise if we are not to obey the rule strictly. But it will also bring about some problems like finding it hard to overtake. Consequently, we propose that we can loosen that "keep-right" rule occasionally, such as in certain period like holidays.
Also evaluate the new rules with our model, the results (FIGURE VIII) tells that the new rules perform apparently better than the former one. We know that "Different speed limits on different lanes" is actually a law for highway transportation in many countries. And that is powerful evidence that implies that our model could evaluate traffic laws objectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a monetizing evaluation model for highway transportation. The main idea is to quantize the "cost" on the highway for cars, including the traffic flow and the security. And the transportation is modeled by cellular
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automation (CA), more specifically, based on the NaSch model. Then, we take the Keep-Right rule as an example, evaluating it with our monetizing model and comparing with the Keep-Left rule. We also analyzed it under different circumstances: in heavy or light traffic, with different speed limitation.
Finally, we tried to propose some possible suggestion according to our evaluation results:
 Set different speed limits on different lanes;  Loosen the keep-right rule strictly in holiday
We also evaluated the new rules with our evaluation model. The results suggested that the new rules perform better than the former one. And the results are also consistent with the virtual rules in many countries, which proved that our evaluate model is objective and effective.
